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Real-time applications are challenging, due to
strict time constraints and complex computation.
• The IndyCar Series is a major open-wheel racing format
in North America. The series' premier event is the
Indianapolis 500, held each May.
• Computing Systems and Data analytics is critical to the
sport
• improving the performance of the team to make it faster
• helping the race control to make it safer.

• Topics include Intelligent Apps, AI and Advanced ML,
Edge to Cloud, Digital Twins
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• Sensors in the cars and under the track.

• The INDYCAR Timing system supports
retrieving timing data from the primary
timing system – serial or sequential data
feed for live data and report querying for
historical or archived data.

• Telemetry is a radio device that relays
information such as engine, tire, steering
and throttle performance to team
engineers in the pit box. The team can
monitor car and driver activity to ensure
the car is performing properly.

• Antenna and communication system.
• Telemetry data (including the many
performance information of the cars like
speed, gear, brake, throttle,etc) stream
into the on-site computer system in a
real-time fasion.

• The Results Protocol is designed to deliver
more detailed results information through
the use of a single record command.
• Example: one Indianapolis 500 car race on
the 28th of May 2017 which contained 750
MB of data and total of 3986170 records.

Data

• During a race, IndyCar Series teams use
telemetry to gather data live from the
cars as they formulate their race strategy.
In the IndyCar Series, teams receive their
data from their own on-board systems as
well as from the league’s Timing &
Scoring operation.

• Hierarchical Temporal
Memory (HTM) is a online
machine learning
technology that aims to
capture the structural and
algorithmic properties of
the neocortex.
• The anomaly occurs around
15:03 pm, where the RPM
of car #9 totally
disappeared. In fact, car #9
got totaled due to a collision
with car #77. The others
cars, including car #24, all
slowed down after the
crash.

Correlation of “events” among different cars: #9 #77 and #24

Anomaly Detection and Correlation Analysis

SIMULATION

ANALYTICS

• Simulation or replay of the racing event
with on-the-fly analytics

• Accelerating the process of clustering the
nanoBIO simulation results to obtain
different nanoparticle trajectories.
• NP Self-Assembly Lab simulates assembly
of nanoparticles and generates 1 million
high dimensional trajectory data. HarpDAAL takes the input data and runs
clustering over different nanoparticle
trajectories that can be visualized for NP

distribution.

Simulation and Time-Series Analysis for
IndyCar and Nano Applications

